We define the smooth Lipschitz topology on the moduli space and show that each conformal class is dense in the moduli space endowed with Gromov-Hausdorff topology, which offers an answer to the Tuschmann's question.
Any smooth closed manifold M can be given a smooth Riemannian metric, and then one can ask: How many Riemannian metrics are there, and how many different geometries of this kind does the manifold actually allow? That means one want to understand the space of Riemannian metrics on M , which is denoted by R(M ), and the moduli space which is denoted by M(M ).
Here the moduli space is the quotient space of R(M ) by the action of diffeomorphism group of M . Those two questions originated from Riemann when he set up the Riemannian geometry in the nineteenth century [AJP16] . Especially, the moduli space M(M ) is the superspace in the physics [see [Whe70] , [Fis70] , [Edw75] ].
The C n,α -compact-open topology (n ∈ N + and α ∈ R + ) is the most common consideration [TW15] . Tuschmann asked the following question in [[Tus16], Section 3, (8)]: What can one say about the topology of moduli spaces under the Gromov-Hausdorff metric? What if one uses the Lipschitz topology? Inspired by Tuschmann's questions, we will introduce four kinds of metric topology on the moduli space, and then discuss the relationship among them.
Let X and Y are metric spaces of finite diameter, then the Gromov-Hausdorff distance is defined by
Hausdorff metric and Z takes all metric spaces such that f (resp. g) are isometric embeddings X (resp. Y ) into Z [See, [Gro81] ]. The Gromov-Hausdorff distance ρ GH is a pseudo-metric on the collection of all compact metric spaces. Furthermore, ρ GH (X, Y ) = 0 if and only if X is isometric to Y . For g 1 and g 2 in R(M ), the Gromov-Hausdorff distance can be defined on it by ρ GH (g 1 , g 2 ) = ρ GH ((M, d 1 ), (M, d 2 )) where d 1 and d 2 are induced metrics on M by g 1 and g 2 . Since M is closed, the Gromov-Hausdorff distance is well-defined on R(M ). Moreover, ρ GH (f * 1 g 1 , f * 2 g 2 ) = ρ GH (g 1 , g 2 ) where f 1 and f 2 are diffeomorphism of M and f * 1 g 1 , f * 2 g 2 are push-back metrics on M . Then one can define ρ GH on M(M ) as above and then ρ GH is a metric on M(M ). Therefore, M(M ) can be endowed with the metric topology called GH-topology by the Gromov-Hausdorff metric ρ GH .
Definition (Edwards) .
Definition (ε-distance). Let g 1 and g 2 in R(M ), then the ε-distance is defined by
Then ε-metric, which also be denoted by ρ ε , can be defined on Theorem (Liu) . Each conformal class is dense in M(M ) which is endowed with ε-topology. A correspondence between two metric spaces X and Y is a subset R of X × Y such that the projections π X : X × Y → X and π Y : X × Y → Y remain surjective when they are restricted to R.
Corollary. ε-topology is equivalent to GH-topology on M(M ). Thus, the conformal class dense theorem is also ture on GH-topology. That means the GHtopology is coarse and the more finer topology is needed to define on M(M ).
Let Proposition. L-topology is finer than GH-topology on M(M ).
The GH-topology and L-topology on M(M ) only catch the metric information of the basic manifold and loses much essential information of the smooth manifold. So it may be useful to modify the definition of L-topology on M(M ) to finer topology on M(M ).
For any homorphism of metric space f : For the non-compact case, one can ask what is the right topology on R ≥0 (V ) and M ≥0 (V ), where V is a non-compact manifold, R ≥0 (V ) is the Riemannian metric with non-negative sectional curvature, M ≥0 (V ) is the moduli space of V with non-negative sectional curvature?
